
 
 
COLLABORACTION THEATRE in the Flat Iron Arts Building 
1579 N. MILWAULKEE AVE CHICAGO, IL 60622 
SATURDAY, MAY 25TH  
6pm doors open 
7pm performances begin 
Tickets $8 
 
 
MOTHER LOAD is multidisciplinary show, curated by Michelle Hartney, featuring 
female identifying visual artists, musicians, dancers, writers, and performers 
making work about fertility, pregnancy, birth, post-partum depression and PTSD, 
post-partum sexuality, and the narratives surrounding motherhood.  
 
Photographer Seeley Cardone’s series documents the often invisible 
relationships that surround an artist, and the ways having children can both 
compliment and complicate the creative process.  
 
Several textile pieces from visual artist and writer Lise Haller Baggeson’s 
installation Mothernism will be on view. The full iteration of this series includes a 
nomadic tent camp, audio installation, and book dedicated to “staking out and 
making speakable the mother-shaped hole in contemporary art discourse.” 
 
Aimee Gilmore will present work from her series Pulled and Pushed, including 
mundane, often cliché objects with deep-rooted ties to new motherhood: a 
powder coated aluminum breast pump and baby bottle. Gilmore will also show 
work from The MotherLode, a compilation of risograph prints with images of 
nursing mothers coupled with loaded, condescending phrases frequently said to 
new mothers.  
 



 
Katrina Majkut's Preggo Rewards Card DIY Embroidery Kits set out to break free 
from the conservative motifs historically represented in this domestic, female 
focused craft, and aim to “modernize, democratize, and decolonize mass-
produced/consumer-based embroidery kits by making them more diverse, 
inclusive, and into creative outlets of social change.” 
 
Visual artist Michelle Hartney’s installation of 1,200 handmade hospital gowns, a 
piece about the United States’ high maternal mortality rate and postpartum 
PTSD, will be the backdrop for the musicians and readings. She will also show 
work from Birth Words, a fiber based project about obstetric abuse, and Anarcha, 
Lucy, and Betsey, a multimedia project about the torture female slaves were 
forced to endure at the hands of a gynecologist attempting to find a cure for 
fistulas. 
 
Lea Tshilds will present original songs about fertility, a topic that was also 
explored visually by artist Christa Donner in her series Re:Production, which 
examines the interrelationships between fertility and identity. 
 
Musician Angela James will perform songs from her recent album Quiet Nights: A 
Collection of Lullabies, which she wrote while dealing with postpartum 
depression following the birth of her first child.  
 
Singer songwriter Becky Levi explores her relationship to the ticking time clock 
placed on women to create before their "time is up." Levi attempts to “regain 
authority over my relationship with time and identity as a female artist.” 
 
Dancer Mary Sue Reese will perform a short movement vignette that explores 
“the exhaustive and seemingly defiant measures that, as a stay at home mother, 
I have recently adopted to demand my whole self be respected and realized 
beyond the role of caregiver.” 
 
Three readings will be presented throughout the night, including an essay from 
Michi Jigarjian and Qiana Mestrich’s How We Do Both: Art and Motherhood, a 
book of essays written by artist mothers and their journey creating art while 
juggling motherhood. 
 
New York based artist Christen Clifford will explore postpartum sexuality through 
a reading from her essay Baby Love, and an excerpt from Lise Haller 
Baggeson’s Mothernism will also be presented. 
 
A portion of the night’s sales will be donated to Healthcare Alternative Systems, a 
local non-profit that provides behavioral health services to Chicago's Latino 
community. Their Postpartum Depression Program is the only community-based 
PPD treatment program in the state of Illinois. 
 


